
Homework/Extension

Step 14: Ordinal Numbers

National Curriculum Objectives:

Mathematics Year 1: (1N2c) Read and write numbers from 1 to 20 in numerals and words

Differentiation: 

Questions 1, 4 and 7 (Varied Fluency)

Developing Recognise the order and identify which insect came in a given position. 

Includes ordinal numbers from 1 to 5. Numbers given as numerals only.

Expected Recognise the order and identify which insect came in a given position. Includes 

positional numbers from 1 to 10. Numbers given in words.  

Greater Depth Recognise the order and identify which insect came in a given position. 

Includes identifying more than one ordinal number from 1-10 within a question. Numbers 

given as numerals and words. 

Questions 2, 5 and 8 (Varied Fluency)

Developing Complete the statements and draw matching expressions on the faces. 

Number given as numerals only.

Expected Complete the statements and draw matching expressions on the faces. 

Numbers given as numerals with some use of words.

Greater Depth Complete the statements and draw matching expressions on the faces. 

Includes identifying more than one ordinal number from 1-10 within a question. Number 

given as numerals and words.

Questions 3, 6 and 9 (Reasoning and Problem Solving)

Developing Explore which number(s) could have been rolled. Includes ordinal numbers 

from 1 to 5. Numbers given as numerals only.

Expected Explore which number(s) could have been rolled. Numbers given as numerals 

with some use of words.

Greater Depth Explore which numbers could have been rolled. Includes identifying more 

than one ordinal number from 1-10 within a question. Numbers given as numerals and 

words. 

More Year 1 Place Value resources.

Did you like this resource? Don’t forget to review it on our website.
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Ordinal Numbers

1. The insects are having a race. They reach the finish line in this order.

Which insect came in 2nd place?

2. Complete the statements below. Draw feelings on the faces to match these clues.

3. Ben has a pack of number cards from 1 to 5. He picks two cards from the pack.

He says,

Explore which numbers Ben could have picked first.
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A.

E.

• The 4th face is mad.

• The _____________  face is sad.

• The 3rd face is ________________ .

• The 2nd face looks happy.

D.

sad mad

B.

C.

The 1st number I picked was not the same as 

the 2nd number.

4



Ordinal Numbers

4. The insects are having a race. They reach the finish line in this order.

Which insect came in fifth place?

5. Complete the statements below. Draw feelings on the faces to match these clues.

6. Flo rolled a dice three times.

She says,

Explore which numbers Flo could have rolled.
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A.

B.

C.

E.

F.

G.

• The 4th face is crying.

• The ____________  __ face is shocked.

• The third face is sad .

• The 2nd face looks happy.

• The sixth face is angry.

D.

shocked angrysad

The second number I rolled was greater than 

2 but smaller than the 1st number that I rolled.



Ordinal Numbers

7. The insects are having a race. They reach the finish line in this order.

Which insects came in third and 8th place?

8. Complete the statements below. Draw feelings on the faces to match these clues.

9. Sid rolled a dice five times. 

He says,

Explore which numbers Sid could have rolled on his 1st and 4th rolls.
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A.

C.

E.

F.

The 7th face is worried.                The eighth face looks angry.               

The ____________  ___ face is pleased.   The 4th face looks _______________ . 

The third face looks ________ .   The first face is tired.        

The 2nd face looks happy.          The 6th face looks cheeky.

D.

The first number I rolled was the smallest 

number I rolled. 

My 4th number was greater than my 3rd roll 

but less than my second number.

B.

G.

H.

I.



Homework/Extension
Ordinal Numbers

Developing

1. Insect D (bee)

2. 1st face = sad, 2nd face = happy, 3rd face = crying or upset and 4th face = mad

3. Various answers, for example: Ben’s first card could have been a 1, 2, 3 or 5.

Expected

4. Insect C (ant)

5. first/1st face = shocked, second/2nd face = happy, third/3rd face = sad, fourth/4th face = 

crying or upset and fifth/5th face = angry

6. Various answers, for example: Flo could have rolled 3, 4 or 5.

Greater Depth

7. Insect G (ladybird) and Insect B (caterpillar)

8. 1st face = tired, 2nd face = happy, 3rd face = angry, 4th face = shocked, 5th face = 

pleased, 6th face = cheeky, 7th face = worried and the 8th face = angry

9. Various answers, for example: Sid’s 1st number could have been 1,2, or 3. The 4th

number that Sid rolled must have been 5. 
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